SUBMISSION FORM TO THE ADC LONG TERM PLAN.
Submission from M Hawkes and J M McLennan
1/ DRINKING WATER METERS;
We are opposed to water meters being installed, for the following reasons.
1/ We believe installing meters is designed by the council to charge for water in
the future and water loss is a convenient plow. We understand the ADC have
already issued letters to some ratepayers reducing their daily water allocations and
charging for additional water. This is purely altering the goalposts.

2/ we believe any water lost between the property entrance ( where the meters
are placed ) and the house is insignificant .Where such loss is suspected this can
be tested for with a portable meter at the street at minimal cost
3/ It’s well known water loss in Methven occurs in the streets due to ageing
infrastructure. The Methven Community board have records of when and where
water leaks are which the ADC could use at no cost. To our knowledge the greatest
loss of water is in the councils own infrastructure .
4/ There are other far less expensive methods of finding water loss. Council
should extend their use of temporary strap on metres where water loss is
suspected
5/ $5.2 m allocated to meters would go a long way to fixing Methven’s water
storage problems or off setting Methven’s waste water costs. This cost exceeds the
benefits and brings with it unbudgeted replacement, service and management
costs.
6/ Even if at a later date the ADC decides too charge for excess water use,
this will not pay for the cost of the meters which have a limited life of five to six
years.

2/ OTHER PLANS AND PROJECTS.

METHVEN RESERVOIR
We understand a new holding tank is planned in this financial year,
which is great news, and a further tank planned in year four of the LTP.
$609 k is the cost of the second tank. We understand Pleasant point
built its water tank which has a far larger capacity than the two Methven
planned tanks cost them around $700 k.
Have all options been looked at, it seems there could be better and more
cost effective options .
Would one tank with even greater holding capacity such as P/Ps
Be better than two smaller ones.

Methven’s water supply is inadequate and fragile at present. Council have
been negligent in delaying repairs and failing to expand the capacity to meet
the town’s needs
 We submit that ADC modify the plan to expand the Methven water
supply to reduce unjustified summer water restrictions, ensure
adequate winter season supply for expanded visitor numbers expected
with the Hot Pools and cater for current and future growth.
3/. DEVELOPMENT & FINANCIAL CONTRIBUTIONS ( Methven new builds )
We see these are proposed to increase for Methven by $448, from $6,929.00 to
$7,377.00. Its the makeup that’s intriguing, Community infrastructure, which the
ADC quotes as going to - Ashburton art gallery, Heritage centre, Ashburton library,
civic centre and EA networks centre will increase from $2875.00 to $4892.00 .
The ADC also granted the Arts centre 2019/20 $385,600.00 and as stated in the
plan will grant more this time.
How much more rate payer money is this council going to throw at this over
valued white elephant . The Ashburton Trust Events centre received $298, 860.00,
from the ADC 2019/20 in grants, its our understanding the ADC don’t actually own
the building, but they do own the Mt Hutt Memorial Hall which expenses pail in
comparison.
At the public meeting we were told our 14.88% proposed rate increase was in the
main for waste water. Yet the waste water component of the development
contribution has gone down from $336.00 to $303.00. There seems to be conflicting
signals here. Community infrastructure is a totally different animal and it seems we
are being charged for the ADCs big toy list. We are opposed to this proposed
development and financial contributions increase as it goes right against what the
mayor and deputy mayor told us the rate increase was for. The question was asked
at the ADC LTP meeting why this is so, which on the night they were unable to
answer. To date we still have no explanation.
We also think development contributions should be meet by the developer, not
the ratepayer. We understand Ashburton are one of the only, if not the only council
that charge the rate payer. ( source ADC, Mr McCann )
At an earlier meeting with the ADC it was explained the reason for charging the
rate payer was to encourage developers to the region. Surely the responsibility of
the council is to the rate payer and not developers .
We realise the developer will add this cost to the section price, but we feel this
completes the rate payers financial obligation rather than the shock of a bill from
the ADC at building consent stage.
We also realise these costs are on the ADC website, but believe the majority of
people , particularly first home builders are unaware of the development
contributions. They receive an initial account for inspections levies etc ,then when
the consent comes through are slammed with another.
4/ Mt Hutt Memorial Hall

This is another item mentioned as adding to the proposed rate increase.
As explained by Martin Nordqvist, ( Hall chairman ) Methven ratepayers pay
targeted rates for the hall , so in essence the ADC are just a collection agency ,
paying this money back to the hall. The ADC do contribute $10 k, for the hall toilets,
but compared to their grants to other community infrastructure items, this is a
pittance.
Annual hall expenses are in line with other years and contrary to council
reports no major work is planned for the hall.
The hall is not only used by Methven people. Weddings and functions are held
here by Ashburton parties and further afield.
We fail to see how the hall can be used as an excuse for rate increases.
Perhaps a portion of the generous grants given out in Ashburton should be
channeled to our hall.

WASTE WATER- METHVEN
This was the big ticket item raised by both mayor and deputy as being the major
reason for Methven’s proposed rate rise. We are joining this “club”, page 26 LTP,
mentions waste water spends in Ashburton NW & Ashburton relief sewer, but
there’s no mention of Methven. Increased capacity for wastewater should be
funded from development contributions and the unspent contributions from previous
years rates.
Contractor requests for increased costs should eb rejected and if necessary the
service contract retendered, giving opportunities for local service providers..

KEY ASSUMPTIONS
POPULATION GROWTH.
“ ADC bases its growth forecast on statistics NZ medium growth projections “
WHY IS THIS ? Methven has five new subdivisions on the go at present , with
approx 220 sections, The ADC will know this as its them that give the planning
consents. This information will not yet be known to Statistics NZ who will probably
learn it from the ADC. So Statistics NZ projections are already behind . So in fact
any ten year plan will already be out of date.
At the ADC meeting, 25th March , this question was raised and answered by the
CEO He agreed we were somewhat correct but new residents would help spread
costs.
Like the CEO we think he is somewhat correct, But, the prediction of Methven’s
population being only 470 up In the year 2048 on our current number is ludicrous.
We know and so do the ADC that there are over 220 new sections underway
here. Using the 2.5 persons per house that’s 550 extra people in the nest two to
three years.

Our point is future infrastructure planning has not and will not keep pace based
on the draft LTP figures .

Major Projects, Civic Centre / Library
We submit that this project be reviewed to ensure that it is built within the funding
available. To ensure this the scope should be revised to instruct the builders to
seek efficiencies and reductions in costs to beat the budget.
The community ARE CONFIDENT that if carried out as planned the costs will blow
out and long term funding, maintenance and operating cost blow outs will follow,
council has an admirable track record on this from previous projects, which needs
to be broken. This record is evidence of systemic management failures
Reduce the scope to fit the budget

CAPITAL EXPENDITURE PLANNING AND BUDGETS
LTP budgeting is based on a depreciation schedule for budgeting
maintenance and operating costs. Wile this may be an effective check on
budgeting it is inappropriate.
Before finalizing the LTP each expenditure class should be shown on a
revised LTP with planned cost shown alongside historical actuals to ensure a
reality check.

Budgeting needs to be revised to reflect continuation, and hopefully reduction
in operating and maintenance costs based on historical costs, with
depreciation as a check, not the reverse

STAFFING AND STAFF COSTS
LTP should adopt a sinking lid on administrative and overhead staffing costs
reflecting the impact of efficiencies in administrative technologies
Reporting should show staff costs, especially management costs, with staff
numbers in each salary bracket, as is universally adopted by all public
businesses.

CONCLUSION
We in Methven don’t feel we are being unreasonable in objecting to the
proposed 14.88% rate increase, which will in fact be larger than this figure.
We do understand a rise is inevitable, but should be relative to other towns
within the ADC region.
We feel that we in Methven are playing catchup regards drinking water and
waste water and are only now getting what should have been a priority
Years ago above big ticket projects that have taken precedence.

Ratepayers expect the basics first , and a reliable up to date water system
is one of these.
We feel the LTP contains several very expensive projects including the civic
centre which should not be a burden to ratepayers.
The feeling in Methven is we are financing Ashburton’s empire while we beg
for the basics.
We also believe its the duty of our council voted representatives to keep a
watchful eye on bureaucratic spending , too question it and not just sign off
without fully understanding.
The feeling of the Methven people is 14.88 % rate increase is totally
unacceptable and reasons as highlighted by the ADC for it do not stack up.
M Hawkes, J M McLennan

